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Abstract

This paper discusses combined position and force control
of telepresence systems with force feedback and time de-
lay. Standard architectures use velocity/force control and
well known passivity arguments. Disadvantageously, then
the positions of the Human System Interface (HSI) and the
teleoperator diverge in presence of disturbances, deteriorat-
ing transparency. In this paper a new method for impedance
matching filter design by optimization in the frequency do-
main to achieve passivity of the teleoperator/environment
and transparency of position-force controlled telepresence
systems is proposed. The validity of the approach is shown
in simulations and experimental results.

1 Introduction

Bilateral telemanipulation systems with force (also called
kinesthetic or haptic) feedback allow a human operator
to be active in a distant, possibly hazardous environment.
Telepresence is a key technology for many applications,
e.g. telesurgery, teleservice, telemanufacturing, teleshop-
ping. Telepresence systems are now mostly implemented
in communication infrastructures like the Internet with sub-
stantial (varying) time delay of several hundred millisec-
onds. Without control measures time delay impairs kines-
thetic transparency (the feeling of direct interaction with re-
mote environment) or may even cause instability.

This paper is focused on bilateral telemanipulation with
constant time delay, for a discussion of the varying delay
problem see the companion paper [1]. The here proposed
method is based on known passivity arguments. Main con-
tribution is that the position controlled subsystem of tele-
operator together with the environment are made passive
by impedance matching filters, which are designed by an
optimization method in the frequency domain. The advan-
tage of position control is that disturbances do not cause a
position deviation of the HSI and the teleoperator. Opti-
mization is required to obtain passive impedance matching
filters. One disadvantage of the presented approach is the
required environment model knowledge; note that the pro-
posed method is quite robust against model uncertainties.

An overview of related work can be found in [2, 3]. Telep-
resence systems are usually modeled by a network � -
port approach with forces as effort, velocity as flow, and
impedances. Our approach uses position and generalized
impedances. Passivation of telepresence systems has been
proposed in [4, 5]. Here, the passivation of the communi-
cation network two-port is equivalent to these approaches.
One novel idea in this paper is that the position controlled
teleoperator together with the environment are made ro-
bustly passive by appropriately designed impedance match-
ing filters. These have been first proposed in [6], however,
the design was heuristic without guaranteeing robust pas-
sivity. Our approach has the additional benefit that trans-
parency is improved; see [2, 3, 7–9] for a discussion about
other methods like e.g. the four-channel architecture to
achieve transparency.

For the organization of the paper: in Section 2 the funda-
mental concepts of passivity, the telepresence system ar-
chitecture, impedance matching, and transparency are dis-
cussed. The optimization method for the impedance match-
ing filters is proposed in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 present
numerical, simulation, and experimental results.

2 Background

A telepresence system with force feedback basically con-
sists of the human system interface (HSI) with a human ma-
nipulating it and an executing robot (teleoperator) interact-
ing with a remote environment, ideally tracking the position
of the HSI while the human ’feels’ the environmental force.
The basic structure in network representation is shown in
Fig. 1. Based on stability arguments in standard architec-
tures the HSI velocity is communicated to the remote site.
In our approach the HSI position is transmitted, used as ref-
erence �

�� for the position controlled teleoperator. The envi-
ronmental force

���
measured at the remote site is reflected

to the operator, used as reference signal
� �� for the force

control of the HSI. The input/output behavior of the envi-
ronment and the mechanical subsystems HSI, teleoperator
can be described by their mechanical impedance, the ratio
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Figure 1: System architecture of telepresence system with force feedback.

of effort (force)
�

and flow (velocity) D , as

EGF �

D�H
A generalized definition of impedance with position replac-
ing velocity is applied here, e.g. the dynamics of the tele-
operator together with the environment is included in the
impedance

EJI
, the operator ’feels’ the impedance

E�K
, see

Fig. 1.

2.1 Passivity
The concept of passivity, first applied to telepresence sys-
tems in [4], is commonly used for analysis and synthesis of
such systems. A passive element is one for which, given
zero energy storage at L FNM , the propertyO �

PRQTSVUXWZY\[^]^Y F
O �

P`_ba2WcY\[ed�WcY\[�]^Ygf Mih L-j M
holds, with Q SVU WcY\[ denoting the power dissipated in the sys-
tem, _kWcY\[ , d-WcY\[ being the input and output vector. This
definition equally applies to linear and non-linear systems.
For linear systems the passivity condition is equivalent to
the following condition in the frequency domain, where a
strictly stable linear SISO system with the transfer functionl Wnmo[ is passive if, and only ifhqpsrsM\tvu w l Wyx p [ u{zs|}M}~ (1)

holds. Hence its Nyquist plot lies within the right-half
plane. A stricter level of passivity is given by the input-
output-strict-passivity (IOSP) condition that is met if there
exist some � t�� j M for whichO �

PRQ SyU WcY\[^]^Y�f
O �

P � _ a _�� � d a d�]�Y (2)

h Lbj M holds. A system satisfying this condition is called
robustly passive, the Nyquist plot of its transfer function
lies within a disk with the center point � and radius �

� F��� � t � F��� �R� � � H (3)

A telepresence system can be modeled as the interconnec-
tion of several energy exchanging network elements, see

e.g. [4]. The passivity argument for telepresence systems
is based on the fact that a network combined of only pas-
sive elements is passive itself and thereby implicitly stable.
In classical telepresence architectures, HSI and teleoperator
are velocity and force controlled, as the mapping from ve-
locity to force is generally passive, hence teleoperator and
HSI are passive subsystems. The environment is consid-
ered passive and it is assumed that the (possibly so trained)
human operator behaves in a cooperative, i.e. passive way.
A communication network without time delay is passive.
Hence the overall telepresence system is passive.

In case of time delay in the communication network the
bidirectional communication channel can be modeled as a
time delaying two-port with delays ��� , � I in the forward,
backward path, respectively. Applying scattering theory
(see [4]) it is straightforward to show that the eigenvalues of
the scattering matrix are larger than 1, hence the condition
for passivity is violated. The wave variable transformation
introduced in [4] and extended in [5] passivates the commu-
nication network by introducing new, local feedback paths
as illustrated in Fig. 1.

2.2 Transparency and Impedance Matching
Ideal kinesthetic coupling, hence transparency is achieved
if the human operator feels directly connected to the remote
environment. According to [9] this requires the positions
and forces at the HSI and teleoperator to be equal. An-
other formulation, see [7], demands the felt impedance

E K
to be equal (or as close as possible) to the environment
impedance

E �
E K F�E � H (4)

According to network theory transparency is achieved only,
if the impedances of the network elements match. If the
teleoperator/environment impedance

EbI
differs from the

characteristic impedance of the modified communication
line, then the energy received from the transmission line is
not completely absorbed by the teleoperator system, wave
reflections occur, which then deteriorate transparency. The
impedance matching technique, introduced in [10], adjusts
the impedance of the teleoperator/environment to the char-
acteristic impedance of the passified transmission line by



appropriately chosen controller parameters of the local ve-
locity/force control loops. A trade-off between control loop
performance and impedance matching is usually necessary,
theoretically ideal matching over all frequencies is generally
not possible.

The main drawback of a velocity-force architecture is
the non-recoverable position deviation after a disturbance,
which can be critical depending on the application area. The
communication of position information instead of velocities
improves this. The position-force architecture though is not
necessarily passive. In [6] a position-force control architec-
ture for telepresence systems using appropriately designed
impedance matching filters ��� , � P , see Fig. 1, is suggested.
These filters passify the teleoperator/environment subsys-
tem and aim at matching the impedance over a broader
range of frequencies, hence improve transparency. In [6]
the filter was designed heuristically, in the following a filter
design method using optimization is proposed.

2.3 Position-Force Architecture
With the design rule for the impedance matching filters ��� ,� P according to [6]

� � W m [ F �� E I W mo[
t � P Wnmo[ F �

��� W mo[ (5)

the terminating impedance
E � , describing the input/output

behavior of the position controlled teleoperator in interac-
tion with a continuous environment and the filters � �

E � Wnmo[ F
� K� W mo[
�
� K� Wnmo[

F � I� W m [ E I W mo[ F �
matches the characteristic impedance of the communication
line

E��	��
�
NF � .
Assuming the terminating impedance to be a stable
minimum phase structure it is robustly passive with� F ��F M H� , see (2) and (3). The passivity and stability
argument of the position-force architecture is that the posi-
tion controlled teleoperator together with the environment,
forming

E I W mo[ , is robustly passified by appropriate choice
of the impedance matching filter ��� . Then, the combina-
tion with the communication network with arbitrary, con-
stant time delay remains also passive, i.e.

E P Wnmo[ is passive.
Referring again to Fig. 1, the transmitted impedance may be
rewritten as

E � Wnmo[ F � IP W mo[ � ����������� a����Xa����� � ��� ����� a � �Xa � �
t � F

E � Wnmo[ � �E � Wnmo[ � � H
Applying (5), the filters � P recover the impedance

E I
so

that
E � Wnmo[ F�E I W mo[ . Assuming an ideal HSI,

E K F�E � ,
and an ideal teleoperator,

EbI�F E �
, the transparency condi-

tion (4) is met, the human operator can feel the environment
impedance.

The impedance
E � is not necessarily passive because of the

possible non-passivity of the teleoperator/environment
E I

,

however, if desirable a position controller could be designed
in such a way that

EJI
is passive. A decision whether this

is beneficial or not mainly has to be based on human fac-
tors, which is the reason why this discussion is deferred to
a future paper including psycho-physical task performance
evaluation aspects.

In practice the ideal filters ��� , � P are not available as it
requires the computation of the square root of an arbitrary
transfer function according to (5), which can only be ap-
proximated. A novel approach to obtain this approximation
by optimization is discussed in the following.

3 Filter Optimization by Loop Shaping

Goal of optimization is to design the filter � � such
that

E � approximates the desired terminating impedanceE �� F � in order to provide a robustly passive fil-
ter/teleoperator/environment

E � subsystem, see Fig. 2.

3.1 Filter Parametrization
The application of passivity condition (1) in the frequency
domain requires a stable minimum phase structure

E � . This
implies that the teleoperator/environment impedance

E I
as

well as the filter transfer function are stable minimum phase
structures. Consequently the filter � � , considered as a lead-
lag filter with

� � W mo[ F! � m2�  I
m2�  #"

$%
S'& �

m
I
�  )( S m-�  )( S � �m

I
�  ( S �

I m-�  ( S �
"

is required to have its real and complex poles/zeroes in the
left half of the complex plane. The optimization parameter
vector * then must be positive real, *,+g� ( $ �

"
� . The Op-

timization minimizes the following proposed filter design
objective function.

3.2 Objective Function
The objective function is defined in the complex plane
based on the Nyquist plot of the terminating impedanceE � Wyx p�t * [ , see Fig. 2. The main goal of optimization is
incorporated in the impedance matching objective.

Impedance Matching Objective: The distance� � Wyx p�t * [ F -- E � WVx p�t * [ � E �� -- between the current
terminating and the desired impedance, see Fig. 2, rep-
resents a measure of approximation quality. In order to
enforce the optimizer to find a robustly passive optimal
solution with its Nyquist plot within a small disk aroundE �� F � , see (2) and (3), the integral of squared distances� � I WVx p�t * [ is considered to define the impedance matching
objective

� � W * [ F
O�.
P � � W p [ �

I
� Wyx p�t * [ ] p�t (6)

with the frequency dependent weighting filter � � W p [ . The
closer the Nyquist plot of a solution is to

E �� F � , the less it
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Figure 2: Filter optimization by loopshaping of the terminating
impedance ,.-0/21436587:9 in the Nyquist plot.

is penalized. If a solution
E � Wyx p�t * [ is equal to

E �� F � , the
impedance matching objective computes to zero.

During optimization all candidate solutions yielding a
non-passive terminating impedance

E � , i.e. with the
Nyquist plot leaving the right half plane, must be ex-
cluded. Implementing this demand in an inequality con-
straint

u w$E � Wyx p�t * [ u<;s|}M ~
according to (1) or in a switch-

ing penalty term, resulting in a non-continuous objec-
tive function, usually deteriorates the convergence of gra-
dient based optimizers. An additional passivity smooth
penalty term enforcing passive solutions together with the
impedance matching objective is incorporated in the objec-
tive function.

Passivity Penalty Term: The passivity objective penal-
izes any solution for which the terminating impedanceE � WVx p�t * [ does not stay within the sector = �?> t � >6@ ,
represented by the white area in Fig. 2. The angle�BA Wyx p�t * [ F u w$E � Wyx p�t * [ u �C> defines the angular distance
between the phase of the terminating impedance

E � WVx p�t * [
and the sector of passivity. The integral of the squared an-
gles � IA WVx p�t * [ over all frequencies

p
is the passivity penalty

term as

� A W * [ F
DE F MHG�IKJTu w$E � WVx p�t * [ u<; >.L P � A W p [ � IA Wyx p�t * [^] p INM&O:P4J&QSRUTVP t (7)

with � A W p [ weighing the frequency bands of interest. So-
lutions with the Nyquist plot remaining within the sec-
tor = �?> t � >6@ are not penalized, high phase difference�BA Wyx p�t * [ results in high penalty.

Objective Function Adding the passivity and transparency
objective with relative weight W�j M yields the objective
function

� W * [ F � � W * [ � W � A W * [ H (8)

The convergence of optimization depends on the weighs W ,�XA W p [ , � � W p [ , due to its problem dependancy the appropri-
ate choice is left to the designer. In theory the impedance
matching objective only is sufficient as it targets not only
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filter for optimization.

transparency, but also robust passivity, as shown in Sec-
tion 2. Optimization though should generate passive so-
lutions exclusively, hence by adding the passivity penalty
term the optimizer is forced to leave the parameter space of
non-passive solutions.

4 Numerical and Simulation Results

4.1 Model Parameters
The filter parameter optimization is performed in the
MATLAB/SIMULINK environment. The SIMULINK model
shown in Fig. 3 represents the terminating impedance

E � ,
containing the model of a position controlled single-degree-
of-freedom (1 DOF) teleoperator, used in experiments with
environment and the filter ��� with parameter vector * to be
optimized. The nominal environment is defined by a bidi-
rectional stiffness (spring), proportional to the position de-
viation � � from zero with the stiffness coefficient u F � .
The damping coefficient is set to v F M , transmission fac-
tor w F � . The position control is performed by the PD-
controller l � W m [ F Q �yx m�$ m2� �
with the parameters Q F{z M

, x F � M and � F � M M . The
bode plot of

E I Wnmo[ in Fig. 4, shows that the mapping be-
tween the desired position �

�� and the environmental force���
is not passive because the phase between the signals ex-

ceeds � |}M ~ , thus violates the passivity condition (1). After
connecting the teleoperator with the passivated transmission
line with the time delays � � F � I�F M H � s in forward and
backward paths the bode plot of the transmitted impedanceE � WVx p [ in Fig. 4 exceeds � �}| M ~ at magnitudes higher than
0dB, hence is unstable.

4.2 Optimization Parameters
For evaluation of the objective function (8) the integrals (7)
and (6) are numerically solved by Euler integration in the
frequency interval = � M � " t � M " @ rad/s. The values of the filter
functions �.A W p [ and � � W p [ are specified heuristically and
set according to Table 1. The objective function (8) with
the weight W F � M M}M is minimized by the fminsearch-
algorithm of MATLAB.



Table 1: Value of filter functions � A W p [ , � � W p [
Frequency band [rad/s] � A W p [ , � � W p [= � M � " t � M � I [ � M M}M= � M � I t � M P [ � M M
= � M P t � M I [ � M M= � M I t � M " @ �

4.3 Optimum for Nominal Environment
Higher filter order generally results in better approximation
with increased computational cost. In the following a sec-
ond order lead-lag filter with the optimal parameter vector

* K F �  �  I  "  (  ����
F = � H M�� � M
	�| H  � � M � � H � � � M

" � H � � � M�� | H | � � M� @
resulting in the objective function value of

� W * K [ F�� H � � is
used. As a result the terminating impedance

E � W * K [ with
the optimal filters � � W * K [ defines a passive mapping as il-
lustrated in the Bode plot in Fig. 6. The closer its magni-
tude is to the 0dB-line and its phase to the

M ~
-line, the better

the impedances of transmission line and modified teleoper-
ator/environment subsystem match. The small deviation be-
tween the bode plots of the transmitted impedance

E � and
the teleoperator/environment impedance

EbI
as illustrated in

Fig. 4 verifies that a high level of transparency in terms of
the definition (4) is achieved. Also the tracking behav-
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Figure 4: Bode plots of teleoperator/environment (dashed), trans-
mitted impedance without filters (dash-dotted) and
with optimized filters (solid).
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Figure 5: Time responses of position and force in nominal envi-
ronment ( ����� ) with optimized filters.

ior shown by the time responses of position � � W L [ and force� � W L [ , � �� W L [ at teleoperator and the HSI, respectively, to a
position input � � W L [ at the HSI in Fig. 5 is good. Due to the

feedback paths at the HSI side with the filters � P contain-
ing the model of the environment, the force feedback is not
delayed with respect to the position change at the HSI. The
human operator has a transparent impression over a broad
range of frequencies.

4.4 Robustness
The optimized filters � � and � P contain the model of the
environmental impedance, hence system performance is op-
timal only for the nominal environment, here u F � . Small
changes in environmental parameters though should not
destabilize the system. In the following simulations the in-
fluence of the environmental stiffness u F � M and u F � M}M
on the terminating impedance

E � is exemplarily investi-
gated, illustrated in the bode plots in Fig. 6. The � | M ~ -line
is not crossed, thus even for such large parameter uncertain-
ties the system remains passive. The teleoperator position
responses � � W L [ to a sinusoidal position signal � � W L [ at the
HSI show a decrease in tracking performance for deviating
environmental stiffness, see Fig. 7. The impact of model
uncertainty on the tracking performance decreases for lower
delay.
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Figure 6: Bode plot of terminating impedance ,�- in nominal en-
vironment ( ����� ) and after changes in environmental
stiffness ( ������� );( ��������� ).
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Figure 7: Position responses ����/�� 9 of teleoperator to HSI posi-
tion �� 0/��89 input for different environmental stiffness
coefficients � .

5 Experimental Results

The experimental setup consists of two identical single de-
gree of freedom force feedback paddles connected to a PC;
the original design of the paddles can be found in [11]. The
basic configuration is shown in Fig. 8, where the teleop-
erator is connected to springs with the stiffness coefficient
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u F � � � N/m and the damping coefficient v FGM H � Ns/m.
The paddle DC motor torque is controlled by the PWM am-
plifier, which operates in current control with the reference
given by a voltage from the D/A converter output of the I/O
board. The force applied to the paddle lever, attached at the
motor axis, is measured through the bending of the lever by
a strain gauge bridge, that is attached at the bottom of the
lever with the strain being amplified and converted by an
A/D converter of the I/O board. The position of the lever,
measured by an optic pulse incremental encoder on the mo-
tor axis is processed by a quadrature encoder on the I/O
board. The control loops and the model of the communica-
tion channel are composed of MATLAB/SIMULINK block-
sets; standalone realtime code for RT Linux is automatically
generated from the SIMULINK model. All experiments were
performed with a sample time ��� FNM H M M � s. In order to ob-
tain a linear system a friction compensation and a gravity
feedback linearization was applied. The compensation of
unknown non-linearities was performed by model reference
system synthesis with the reference system used in the sim-
ulations. The position and force responses of HSI and tele-
operator of the optimized system in presence of time delay� � F � I�FGM H � s in Fig. 9 show very good tracking perfor-
mance, resulting in a transparent impression of the remote
environment to the operator.
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Figure 9: Time responses of position and force in spring environ-
ment with optimized filters.

6 Conclusions

A novel approach for position-force controlled telepresence
systems has been proposed providing robust passivity and
transparency by appropriately designed impedance match-
ing filters. A frequency domain optimization method is used
to obtain these filters with guaranteed passivity reserve. Nu-
merical, simulation, and experimental results have shown
that the proposed approach improves performance with re-
spect to stability, tracking, and transparency. Future work is
to generalize the presented methods for time-varying time
delay and less known environments.
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